Abstract-This paper investigates the problem of control design for an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) for Waste Heat Recovering (WHR). Based on a moving boundary heat exchanger model derived from energy and mass conservation principles, an implicit model, control-oriented and experimentally validated, is presented. Then, a first controller which consists on a gain-scheduled PID combined to a dynamic feedforward is implemented on the pump speed to maintain the superheat close to the set point value. A second controller is a nonlinear feedback law which allows to adjust the evaporating pressure to time-varying demand with a good accuracy. To implement these two controllers, an observer is designed to achieve the state estimation from pressure measurement, typically available in WHR applications.
I. Introduction
In recent years, growing awareness of environmental and energy issues has steadily driven research interest in technologies enabling efficiency improvements for internal combustion engines. Engine waste heat recovery, in particular, has a interesting potential to increase fuel thermal efficiency, reduce fuel consumption, and decrease engine emissions. Indeed, more than one third of the energy produced by internal combustion engines is wasted through exhaust gas heat. The ORC is a thermodynamical cycle that seeks to recover the waste heat by producing expansion work. A pump circulates an organic working fluid in a closed loop where an external heat source supplies heat, via a heat exchanger. Vaporized fluid expands in a turbine or an expander to produce mechanical power. Among all the currently available technical solutions used to recover low-grade waste heat, the ORC combines the benefits of a high thermal efficiency and of a limited impact on engine operation, and has thus drawn the attention of many car and truck manufacturers [1] .
In transport applications, the main difference with conventional (stationary) ORCs lies in the highly transient behavior of the hot source, depending on driving conditions. This poses a great challenge for system control. In this context, an effective control system is essential to attain satisfactory performance over a broad range of operating conditions, acting as time-varying disturbances. This is especially true when there are few available actuators and sensors, as it often happens in the automotive industry. Despite that, literature on control design for these applications is still very scarce and most strategies for vapour pressure and temperature control are based on linear models [2] - [4] .
The system considered here is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It uses a turbine connected to an electric generator which delivers power (P L ) to the on-board electrical system. A by-pass valve controls the fraction of exhaust gas entering the evaporator. Despite the importance of this component, which is mandatory for safety reasons, only heuristic control approaches have been reported [5] - [7] . In a previous paper [7] , we have shown -with an experimental validation -that a nonlinear model-based monovariable control approach is superior to the commonly used PID approach for superheat regulation. In the present paper, we extend the approach to the multivariable case, with the use of the evaporator by-pass as an additional actuator, allowing tracking a pressure setpoint -or equivalently of a power production demand.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we briefly introduce the reference and the simplified models. Then the control problem is formulated. In the third section, a new multivariable control scheme is introduced. In section 4, an implicit observer is designed which allows state estimation using the pressure measurement.
The complete approach is illustrated in the last section.
II. Model and problem formulation
Heat exchangers are the main contributors to thermal inertia and therefore are the focus of attention in dynamic modelling.
A. Partial Differential Equation (PDE) reference model
A classic 1-D representation of heat exchangers (along the fluid displacement direction z) is given by mass and energy balances for the fluid and the wall [8] . The evolution of fluid and wall variables -namely fluid mass floẇ m, specific enthalpy h, pressure p and wall temperature T w -is then described by
Density ρ and temperature T of the fluid are nonlinear maps of p and h. T a is the ambient temperature. α (resp. α o ) is the heat exchange coefficient between the wall and the working fluid (resp. the ambient). Notice that the above model is a system of three coupled nonlinear PDEs. Such a representation is difficult to deal with for control purposes. Therefore, a discretization of system (1) is used in simulation for control validation. Among the methods for discretization of system (1), the use of moving boundaries (MB) results in a relatively low order model. As shown in Fig. 2 , the MB model monitors the length of each fluid phase along the evaporator: the normalized zone lengths L 1 , L 2 , L 3 track the liquid, two-phase and vapour zones, respectively. Fluid and wall dynamics are then captured by seven state variables:
detailed representation on this model may be found in [8] and is referred as the reference model in the following. 
B. Control-oriented simplified model
In literature, model-based control generally circumvents the complexity of a reference model, such the one described above, by linearization around an operating point. In [7] , we proposed a simplified model, experimentally validated over a broad range of time varying operating conditions. To achieve this, we assume a twotime-scale dynamic behaviour where wall temperatures capture the slow dynamics. Moreover, it was shown that the high and low pressure parts of the ORC could be decoupled, resulting in the simplified model described in the following. Wall energy balance and fluid equilibrium yield the following equations for each of the three zones:
where SH is the superheating value, the β i s are the components of a constant vector, T i (p(t), SH(t)) and ∆h i (p(t), SH(t)) are nonlinear maps of fluid temperature and enthalpy and:
) . (4) The heat exchanger model is completed by a static model of the turbine mass flow:
while a nonlinear map for power production
Looking at expressions (2) and (3), it can be seen that the obtained control-oriented model is a nonlinear implicit model.
C. Problem formulation
The control problem is to respond to a power production demand while ensuring a safe level for pressure and superheating. From the map of power production, power demand can be converted in term of pressure set-point.
This two-input two-output control problem is treated in two steps, assuming a two-time scale dynamic behavior. First, the control design proposed in [7] is used to regulate the superheating y 1 with pump mass flow u 1 . Indeed, experimental results in [7] showed that a control based on a gain-scheduled PID with a dynamic feedforward allows a tight superheating regulation. Then, the control design for the pressure y 2 assumes the (fast) superheating dynamic as perfectly regulated to tune the evaporator by-pass u 2 . Furthermore, this control requires knowledge of all system states. To overcome this problem, the authors in [7] used an open-loop model for the estimation of needed states.
In this work, we propose to use an observer to improve the robustness of the closed loop against the model uncertainties. Then, a second nonlinear controller for pressure will be designed. The control scheme proposed in [7] is taken up and completed as shown in Fig. 3 .
Assuming that the pump mass flow is fixed by the value of SH following (5), the system of equations (3)- (5) can be rewritten in the following semi-explicit form
where
with
, 
III. Control Design
Let us consider the class of implicit systems of the following form which includes system (6):
T are assumed to be sufficiently smooth with respect to their arguments, and
where M is the set of zeros of Φ:
Note that this condition guarantees the existence and the uniqueness of the solution z of Φ(x, z) = 0, for every x.
To transform the implicit system (10) to an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) system, we need the following assumption.
Assumption 1:
There exists > 0 such that ∂Φ ∂z has a full rank on the tubular neighbourhood
and there exist two functions σ, σ of class K ∞ such that:
, we deduce that the following system
is well defined on Ω . Moreover, the trajectories of (10) issued from the manifold M, coincide with those of system (13). Now, let us use this result to transform our system (6) into an explicit system. To do so, we must verify that Assumption 1 holds. Using the analytic form of ϕ(T w , p) given by (8), we can show that Assumption 1 is satisfied in the physical domain (for more details on the proof see the appendix). This done, system (6) can be written as
Proposition 1: For every T i (i = 1, ..., 3), T exh bounded and for the input u(.) which takes values in some bounded set U ⊂ R + , the solution T w of systeṁ
is uniformly bounded with respect to t in R + , i.e. the system (14) is BIBO (bounded-input bounded-output) stable.
Proof: Considering the positive definite quadratic function V (T wi ) = T trajectories of a dynamical system (16) is given bẏ
where a = inf (β i + u(t)) and b = sup (β i T i (t) + u(t)T exh (t)) with a > 0 and b ≥ 0. From, (17), we deduce thatV is negative for T wi such that {|T wi | ≤ b/a}. Furthermore, solutions starting from the set {V (T wi ) ≤ (b/a) 2 /2} at t 0 , remain there for t > t 0 sinceV is negative on the boundary V = (b/a) 2 /2.
Based on the same physical conditions used to show that ∂ϕ ∂p | Tw,p < 0, we can state our nonlinear controller in the following proposition. Proposition 2: Let k > 0 then, the control
asymptotically stabilizes p to the setpoint p SP . Moreover, the input u 2 and the states of system (6) remain bounded.
Proof: Let u 2 (T w , p, p
SP ) defined as in (18). Since conditions C 1 and C 2 hold, u 2 is bounded. Then the second equation of system (14) becomes :
Moreover, from proposition 3, we have ϕ p < 0. So, obviously, pressure dynamic in (19) is asymptotically attracted by p SP .
IV. Observer design
To design an observer for the implicit system (10), the authors of [9] gave an implicit observer described by a dynamic system together with an optimization problem permitting to solve the algebraic constraint at each time. Such observer is called an implicit observer.
Definition 1: An implicit observer for system (10) which converges for every input u ∈ U is a dynamical system of the form
such that for every u ∈ U we have i) ∀g(0) ∈ O, the trajectory (g(t)) t≥0 lies into a compact subset of O. 1 The following notations are used :
where conditions i) and ii) ensure the stability of the observer, and condition iii) guarantees its convergence. Based on this definition, and using our notations z = p and x = T w with (T w (t), p(t)) ∈ R 3 × R and y(t) = p, the gain G is given by a Riccati equation, and an implicit extended Kalman filter (EKF) for system (6) is given by (for more details, see [9] , [10])
where Q is a constant symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix, R is a real positive constant and
V. Simulation results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the control structure described in Fig. 3 , this section presents a set of simulation results with realistic operating conditions.
A. Observer validation
Observer (21) performances in presence of measurement noise can be seen Fig. 4 . System simulation is conducted under transient conditions. Observer (21) is initialized with initial condition different from the reference model. The states of the observer are found to converge faster to their target values than the reference model states, if they both start with the same initial conditions (with the same errors). Moreover, it provides an efficient filtering of pressure measurement (Fig. 5 ) that will be useful to the control feedback.
B. Closed-loop evaluation
Experimental data for exhaust gas conditions that are representative of a long-haul truck mission, as shown in Fig. 6 , were used. Moreover, in order to assess the robustness of the control, errors were considered on two main model parameters: an error of 10% on the heat exchange coefficient between exhaust gas and evaporator wall, and of 20% on the wall volume. transients on exhaust conditions and dramatic variations of pressure. A tight pressure set-point tracking is also demonstrated as long as exhaust gas heat flow is sufficient. Indeed, in the time interval between 1400s and 1800s, pressure set-point -or equivalently, power production demand -cannot be satisfied due to insufficient exhaust gas heat flow. Finally, to emphasize benefits of observer, a second simulation is conducted where state estimation is performed via an open-loop model. Fig. 10 compares resulting superheating regulations: it is more than 8 K in this case while the maximum error is about 5 K when the observer is used. Thus, observer was found to improve robustness of our model-based control strategy.
VI. Conclusion
This paper presents a nonlinear control strategy for an ORC system. The proposed scheme combines a superheat controller, an additional nonlinear controller -allowing pressure set-point tracking or equivalently a tracking of power production demand -and an implicit extended Kalman Filter for wall temperature estimations. The proposed approach has been illustrated with success in presence of measurement noise, model uncertainties and state initial errors. The experimental implementation of the new control scheme is in progress. Appendix In order to check if this assumption is satisfied, we consider normal operating conditions of an ORC. Namely, the following conditions are considered.
Condition C 1 : Pressure p in the evaporator is such that p < 25 bar and temperature of working fluid T evap,in at evaporator inlet verifies 10
Notice that C 1 is verified for the considered system and working fluid in normal conditions (greater pressures or inlet temperatures do not match safety conditions and/or efficiency considerations and would lead to system shutdown by the control system supervisor). C 2 means that heat is transferred from wall to fluid which might not be verified only during start-up operation. However, in practice, none of these conditions is restrictive.
Proposition 3: Since conditions C 1 , C 2 hold, we get ∂Φ ∂p (Tw,p) < 0. To proof this proposition let us show the following sufficient conditions:
where L i are given by (9). has a full rank in the physical domain. 
